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GTC Meeting Minutes February 16, 2019 

 9:00AM 
 

Attendees: Tracy, Gerry, Joyce & Bob 

Tracy called the meeting to order at 9:00AM. 

Old Business:   

February 24th, Renaissance Festival RSVPs are minimal as of this date. 1 yes and 1 Maybe. If the RSVPs don’t 

increase Bob will ask Tracy and Gus about cancelling the event. 

March 24th, Anniversary Party – we need people to help decorate and we can discuss this more at the Board Meeting. 

Need a budget approval for any decorations. Rudy indicated that he was interested in helping with decorations. Tracy will 

put out a call for help. 

Multiple raffle prizes have been donated and Tracy will get a list of those to publish in the March newsletter. 

 

April 7th Pride Parade planning is in progress with the SC LGBT Club. Waiting to get the date for the first meeting we can 

attend. We have 5 vehicles volunteered and several ideas on decorating them. It will be important to get a list of volunteers 

to ride in the vehicles as well as walk the parade route. Bob will send out an Evite to get confirmation of volunteers. 

 

April 28th Barbeque and Picnic has been confirmed for Beardsley Ramada 8 & 9. The menu will be hot dogs, burgers and a 

vegie dog/burger. Side dishes to be brought by membership. Mini Golf and some lawn games were discussed as options for 

membership. Bob will send out an evite to confirm headcount. 

 

April date for the Saguaro Lake Cruise needs to be set. Consider there are already two big events for this month with the 

Pride Parade and the Barbeque. When should we schedule this event so an Evite can go out? 

 

July 4th Monthly Breakfast needs to be rescheduled for another location and date. Bettys Rooste was closed all week last 

year at this time. Bob checking with Bettys Rooste to confirm closure. 

 

New Business: 

 

Tracy obtained the stats from her survey, and the results are attached. 57 people responded, walking and easy hikes were 

the most frequently requested events. Musicals and theater were the next most requested events. 

 

March 7th Monthly Breakfast, Bob to ask that we set up the room with two long tables without the U portion connecting 

them. The separate tables were not a success and the tables were mostly moved to accommodate the people that wanted 

to sit together. 

 

March 15th was the deadline set for payment for the Anniversary Party. 

 

April 28th will be a General Meeting in addition to our regular Monday gathering. This will be a potluck event. 

 

April 24th Barbeque at Beardsley Park. Bob will send out an evite two weeks prior to the event to get a headcount so food 

and other necessities can be purchased. A request will be made to the Board for this to be subsidized by the Club, and we 

will ask members to pay a small fee of $5 up front to cover the cost of the food. Tracy & Bob will go to Sam’s to purchase 

the necessities. 

 

Hike in May was proposed for Sedona. Rob and Walt suggested using their home in Sedona as a meet point for the 

event. Tracy is looking for a restaurant and hike option for us.   
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The next GTC meeting will be on Thursday, March 14th, at 6:30 pm in the Stampede Room. 

 

 

Bob Buerrossé 

Secretary, LGBT Club of Sun City West 

secretary@lgbt-scw.club   480.209.6223 


